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Creating atid Responding to the Gen(d)eralized Other:
Women Miners' Community-Constructed Identities
Kristen Lucas and Sarah J. Steimel
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
An analysis of interviews with mining families reveals that gender identity construction
is a collaborative process that draws upon broader community discourses. Male miners
and non-mining women created a generalized other for women as "unfit to mine" (i.e.,
women are physically too weak to mine, are easy prey, and are ladies who do not belong
in the mines). Female miners responded with gendered discourses that distanced
themselves from and linked themselves to the generalized other. Keywords: blue-collar,
gender, identity, symbolic interactionism, organizational communication
l^ommunication research and theorizing consistently have documented
the unique organizatiotial and career challenges women face on the job:
they must navigate complex gendered structural barriers (Buzzanell,
1995), they must discipline their "leaky" and aging bodies (Trethewey,
2000, 2001), and they often face sexual harassment from supervisors,
peers, and others (McGuire, Dougherty, & Atkinson, 2006; Violanti,
1997), to name only a few. Additionally, women in blue-collar, working-
class occupations and organizations face another unique gendered chal-
lenge to successful organizational entry and day-to-day persistence. In
mascuHne blue-collar organizational contexts, women workers' social identities
as women (and in many cases, female/feminine) stand in sharp contrast to
the very nature of their gendered occupations and organizations.
The purpose of this study is to gain insight into some of the complex
experiences and identity negotiations of women in blue-collar work. In
this article, we draw upon discourses from a mining community to get a
glimpse of how women's identities are intersubjectively negotiated by the
women working in mining and their community members. Drawing upon
symbolic interactionism, we argue that the community at large—including
the men who work in the mines and their female partners—create a highly
gendered generalized other (which we term a "gen(d)eralized other") that
positions women as unfit for mining. In response, the women who do work
in the mines—particularly the daughters of male miners—reflect upon this
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2008 National Communication
Association conference, San Diego, CA.
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composite looking glass self and respond by crafting identities that both
distance themselves from and link themselves to the community-con-
structed gen(d)eralized other.
Review of Literature
In order to contextualize the current study, we begin by highlighting the
gendered nature of blue-collar work. Second, we review current research
on the negotiation of gendered identities in male-dominated occupations
and organizations. Finally, we explain how symbolic interactionism can be
used as a frame for understanding the role of community in individuals'
identity development and negotiation.
Gendered Nature of Blue-Collar Work
The term "blue-collar" is a designation for skilled, semiskilled, and
unskilled industrial work and/or workers. Typically, the core function of
blue-collar jobs is centered on physical labor of some sort. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau (2001), blue-collar occupations include (in de-
creasing order of average salary): precision production, craft, and repair;
protective service (e.g., police); transportation and material moving; ma-
chine operators, assemblers, and inspectors; and handlers, equipment
cleaners, helpers, and laborers.
The origin of the term blue-collar goes back to the traditional color of
workshirts worn as protective clothing for certain categories of laborers.
However, this color designation has a double meaning in that it also
hearkens to the masculine gendered nature of the work itself. Buzzanell
and Lucas (2006) explain that careers and their associated "collars" are
inherently gendered. Specifically, blue-collar work typically is character-
ized as hyper-masculine, requiring a type of brute, physical masculinity,
characterized by raw physical strength and a primal, savage sexuality
(Fine, Weis, Addelston, Marusza, 1997). In contrast, pink-collar work is
deemed feminine, emphasizing traits such as nurturing, relational main-
tenance, and emotional involvement (Ashcraft, 2006). White-collar work
is associated with a "softer," refined masculinity that privileges rationality
and competition, where workers rein in bodily excess to perform the
higher work of the mind (Mumby, 1998).'
Not only is blue-collar work masculine, blue-collar occupations and
organizations have been shown to be masculinized as well. For instance,
Tracy and Scott (2006) articulate a form of masculinity for blue-collar
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firefighters and correctional officers that privileges sexual prowess, brav-
ery, physical strength, and emotional restraint. In another example, Kitch
(2007) explained that following the Sago, West Virginia, mine disaster in
2006, the media presented a nostalgic gendered portrayal of miners as
hard-working, rough and tumble family men. This media depiction is not
too different from Wicks' (2002) analysis of institutional processes in one
mining operation that drew upon gendered discourses of "real men" (e.g.,
tough, breadwinners) to desensitize miners to dirty, dangerous work. In
police work, Prokos and Padavic (2002) described how the hidden cur-
riculum taught police academy trainees rigid gender prescriptions that
marked police work as masculine and women trainees as unwelcome.
Given the masculine culture of so many blue-collar organizations, there
is scant space for the feminine. As such, it follows that women who enter
blue-collar occupations and organizations likely face particularly difficult
challenges to organizational entry and persistence.^ To make matters
worse, Goffman (1963) explains that women in blue-collar jobs are
stigmatized by both their coworkers and society: viewed by coworkers,
they are not "man" enough to perform blue-collar work; viewed by
society, their career choice marks them as not "feminine" enough. There-
fore, women's constructions of their work-based gendered identities are
particularly fraught with difficulty as they must strike a balance between
masculine ideals of competence and sufficient femininity.
Negotiating Gendered Identities in Masculine Organizations
The gendered nature of blue-collar work itself creates unique gendered
contexts and structures within which individuals' identities must be ne-
gotiated. Everyday organizational processes and practices produce social
discourses of power that are appropriated, reproduced, and/or transformed
in ways that both enable and constrain how members enact their profes-
sional identities (Trethewey, Scott, & LeGreco, 2006). This is not intended
to mean that individual identities are shaped entirely by work. Instead,
individuals experience discourses at work that shape socially preferred
identities. Further, attempts to develop a professional self often instill a
gendered identity in individuals (Trethewey et al., 2006). Whereas blue-
collar men have drawn upon the masculine nature of their respective
organizations as a source of dignity, blue-collar women are faced with
more complicated identity negotiations.
To explain, Ashforth and Kreiner (1999) outline several strategies that
workers use to construct a positive identity given their otherwise stigma-
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tized "dirty work" status. One of these strategies is occupational ideolog-
ical (re)framing. In some cases (Ashforth and Kreiner specifically cite
construction work as an example), connecting to traditional notions of
masculinity gives male workers a sense of meaning and positive social
identity. Given that much blue-collar work can be considered dirty work,
male blue-collar workers may find a sense of pride in traditionally mas-
culine aspects of their jobs: physical strength requirements, dangerous
working conditions, and even the dirtiness itself. In fact, Tracy and Scott
(2006) explain that firefighters are viewed by society as heroes based, in
part, on their job tasks that showcase masculine traits of courage and
strength (e.g., saving lives, batthng blazes). That is, the masculinity
inherent in firefighters' jobs provides a status shield of prestige that
compensates for the taint they may otherwise experience for having dirty
jobs. In contrast, male correctional officers do not share the same prestige.
Instead, they regularly struggle to combat the stigma associated with the
feminized aspects of their work that contradict the masculine image they
seek to uphold (e.g., serving food, collecting laundry). One of their
reframing strategies is to present themselves in brutish, hypermasculinized
ways to deflect the dirtiness and feminized taint of their jobs (e.g.,
demonstrating their toughness by labeling themselves "assholes").
Two other empirical studies of blue-collar organizations implicitly
speak to men's occupationally bound identification with masculinity.
Gibson and Papa's (2000) study of a manufacturing plant revealed that
workers found a sense of pride in their hard work. By defining themselves
as the "mud, blood, and beer guys [emphasis added]," they privileged the
dirtiness, the danger, and the fraternal bonds of workers. Likewise, Lucas
and Buzzanell (2004) demonstrated how a group of male miners used their
highly masculinized work ethic as a yardstick for measuring the success
(and, it could be argued, the "manliness") of their coworkers. In both
instances, there was a sense of community built around the masculinity
exhibited in the physical strength, endurance, and work ethic needed to
succeed in the respective organizations.
Another way to demonstrate the masculinity-dignity connection is
found in organizational members' responses to gendered identity threats,
as was the case with pilots who clung to masculine images when their
male-dominated profession was undergoing feminization (Ashcraft,
2005). In the face of aviation industry changes that call for collaborative
crew-based decision-making, pilots lamented the decrease in (male) cap-
tains' power and authority. Further, they tied their identities to a strong.
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occupational identity embedded in gendered images of masculinity (i.e.,
rational, technical, paternal).
However, for blue-collar women workers, constructing a positive iden-
tity can be far more challenging in that their broader social identities as
women are juxtaposed against their masculine work cultures. Research
demonstrates that there are three primary ways in which women's occu-
pational identities are constructed: reactively self-constructed, proactively
self-constructed, and other-constructed. First, women in historically male-
dominated fields often reactively construct their identities in response to
problematic workplace interactions. For instance, Yount (1991) identified
three different identity constructions that women coal mine workers de-
veloped for dealing with their male coworkers who engaged in sexual
harassment: ladies, who disengaged from the social context; flirts, who
actively engaged in social relationships; and tomboys, who made efforts to
be considered a member of the male work group. Similarly, Walk (1999)
described different identity constructions adopted by women who worked
as student trainers ("water girls") for men's intercollegiate sports teams
(p. 271). According to Walk, women coped with their male coworkers'
harassing and demeaning language by adopting three identities: moms,
who engaged as caretakers for male athletes; sisters, who received "pro-
tection" from them; or ladies, women whose proper demeanor elicited
respectful interaction from athletes.
Second, women proactively construct their own identities. Ashcraft and
Pacanowsky (1996) argue that previous research on women in historically
male-dominated fields viewed women as passive and reactive to mascu-
line work environments. They, however, contend that women are active
agents who communicatively construct the communities in which they
work. Accordingly, communication research has begun to focus on the
ways that women not only choose to react or adapt to historically male-
dominated fields, but also examines the way women are active agents in
communicatively constructing their identity in those fields, particularly
crafting their identities to fit within larger gendered occupational and/or
organizational cultures. This is particularly the case when women enter
into a traditionally male-dominated career field.
For example, in order to assimilate successfully, female workers from
across a variety of blue-collar occupations have crafted masculine work
identities that emphasize their ability to do the job by challenging their
own associations with femininity, which further reinforced the culture of
masculinity (Conn, 2004). In the oil industry, women adopted the gen-
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dered identities and reinforced the masculine value system privileged by
their workplace (i.e., rugged individualism, idealization of the cowboy
hero) (Miller, 2002). In commercial aviation, a critical examination of
women's stories revealed that women had adapted to the airline culture
(masculine/military values and practices) by changing their identity at
work to "one of the lads" (Davey & Davidson, 2000, p. 212).
Finally, men play a key role in constructing women's gendered iden-
tities. Prokos and Padavic (2002) explained that men play a key role in
constructing gender hierarchies because they have the power/status in
blue-collar work contexts. Men protected their gendered identities and
status by degrading women through a variety of communicative tactics:
treating women as outsiders, exaggerating gender differences, denigrating
and objectifying women, and resisting women in authority. In this case, it
was not what women did, but what men did to and around women that
defined women's identities as second-rate police officers and unwelcome
additions to the force. In a similar line of research, Paap (2006) studied the
experiences of women working in construction. Paap outlined a "bitch,
dyke, whore" taxonomy to explain how women's identities were con-
structed by the male workers. Women were classified—often without
evidence—as bitches, women looking for a lawsuit; dykes, women who
could do the work and therefore were deemed unfeminine and presumed
to be gay; or whores, women who were perceived to be holding the job for
the sole purpose of finding boyfriends.
Symbolic Interactionism and the Role of Community in
Identity Negotiation
Identities are not produced in isolated contexts, but intersubjectively
across contexts. Yet, one of the trends in the extant literature is to take an
either-or approach to identity construction: examining women's construc-
tion of their own identities or men's construction of women's identities.
Very few studies, if any, take a look at a more holistic approach to identity
construction, particularly with regard to women's gendered identity in
blue-collar work.
One approach to gaining a more robust understanding of gendered
identity construction is through symbolic interactionism. Symbolic inter-
actionism is a theory that states that people come to understand societal
expectations, their sense of self, and their place in the world through
interaction with others (Blumer, 1969, 1972; Mead, 1934). In other words.
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it is through intersubjective interaction with members of individuals'
respective community/ies that they form their identity/ies. This process
occurs when people view themselves through the lens of how other people
perceive them (what Mead calls the "looking glass self). Each person
with whom someone interacts offers a single, unique looking glass self.
The composite image created by all looking glass selves available to an
individual is called the "generalized other" (Mead, 1934). In response to
the generalized other, people come to understand themselves, develop
their sense of identity, participate in their own socialization, and learn how
to interact effectively with other members of society (Blumer, 1969, 1972;
Glenn, 2007; Mead, 1934).
Following this theory, a complete understanding of identity must come
from the negotiation between the individual and the generalized other. In
other words, identity is constructed by multiple members of the commu-
nity. Prokos and Padavic (2002) hinted toward a symbolic interactionism
approach to identity construction when they stated that the outcome of
gendered organizing and interactions among community members pro-
duced "gendered components of individual identity and a gendered frame
for understanding other social structures" (p. 440). Further, wood and Frey
(2007) recently noted that community has the ability to influence individ-
uals' identity/ies through the influence attributes (e.g., ability to promote
conformity, constructing a sense of us against them, creating patterns of
appropriateness) and meaning-making attributes (e.g., establishing com-
mon beliefs, values, attitudes, expressing member and collective identi-
ties) inherent within communities.
Given the ability for community to influence behavior and engage in
meaning-making for community members, it logically follows that com-
munity plays a pivotal role in establishing and maintaining identities for
members. Therefore, the first step in understanding individuals' commu-
nity-constructed identities is to learn about the meanings that community
members assign to the "object"—to use a symbolic interactionism
term—of women miners. Because objects' meanings arise through inter-
action, discourses of gender as they pertain to mining should reflect the
meanings that community members hold for women miners. As such, we
ask:
RQ 1: What are the community's predominant discourses of
gender, particularly as related to women working in the mining
industry?
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Taken together, these discourses should point to a general understanding
of the gen(d)eralized other that is encountered by women who pursue
employment in the mines. Put another way, these discourses are reflections
of the multiple meanings that community members possess for women
miners and, as such, combine to form the composite image that is the
gen(d)eralized other reflected to women miners.
Because the gen(d)eralized other affects how individuals come to
understand their own role and ultimately can influence how they behave in
the community, we ask:
RQ 2: In response to this gen(d)eralized other, how do women
from the community who work in the mines intersubjectively
craft their own gender identities?
Method
Context and Participants
Mining culture, mining companies, and miners' masculinity went un-
checked for generations, as U.S. employment laws forbade women from
working in mining operations until 1973 (Sachs, 1997). Not surprisingly,
when women finally did join the ranks—typically only following pressure
from government agencies—there was considerable resistance from male
employees who previously were insulated from sex-desegregation. As
such, women's entrance into the industry was extremely slow. As recently
as 2006, women still comprised only 13% of mine workers (and earned,
on average, only 73% of men's wages, U.S. Census Bureau, 2006).
The community for this particular study is a small mining town in the
upper Midwest, called "Irontown."'' At Irontown Mining, Inc. (IMI), the
integration of women into the workforce was slow as well. In 1974, the
first year women worked in IMI mining operations, only 23 of the more
than 2,900 workers were women (<1%). By 2005, women remained
significantly underrepresented at approximately 4% of total employment.
In addition to regular employment, IMI also offers a "Summer Student
Program." The program is a temporary employment option available to
IMI workers' sons and daughters who were pursing college degrees. The
"summer students," as they were called, worked at the mine during peak
summer months for a competitive hourly wage. The money earned by a
summer student typically was enough to pay for tuition for the following
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academic year. Additionally, IMI saved money by hiring students (e.g.,
paying wages but no benefits, avoiding hefty overtime pay for its senior
employees) and helped to cover regular workers' requests for vacation
time. Summer students worked at the same worksites as their fathers,
performing the typical duties of regular mining production positions (e.g.,
175-ton truck drivers, concentrator technicians, mechanical support).
The participants in this study were IMI employees and retirees (n = 21)
and their wives (n= 16). All of the IMI employees and retirees were men,
which was representative of the employment trends at IMI and in the
mining industry at large. They ranged in age from their late 50s through
their late 70s. Additionally, a cohort of their adult sons (n=l3) and
daughters (n = 12) were interviewed. The sons and daughters ranged in age
from 32-41 (average age was 37); their educational attainment ranged
from high school diplomas through graduate degrees. Their careers
spanned a variety of industries: financial, medical, engineering, non-profit,
education, military, sales and marketing, corrections, and construction/
skilled trades.'*
A caveat is needed at the outset with regard to the participants. For the
purpose of this study, "women who work in mining" are represented by a
small subset ofthe overall sample: six daughters who worked at IMI in the
Summer Student Program.^ As such, it must be emphasized that we are not
claiming that these women's experiences and identity constructions are
representative of all women miners. There are two primary reasons. First,
despite women miners being a small population, the sample itself still is
very small. Further, because these women worked as temporary labor,
their experiences likely were different from what they would have been as
permanent employees. That is, these women viewed their IMI jobs as
means to achieving a college education and professional career, not as
lifelong employment. That being said, however, these women can provide
insight into opening conversations about women in mining. Not only have
they worked in production positions, but they also come from mining
families and, as such, are familiar with mining culture and practices.
Therefore, as "insiders" within the broader mining community, they speak
from a position informed by both their organizational/occupational and
community memberships.
Data Collection and Analysis
Participants were recruited through a variety of methods in order to
obtain the most diverse sample possible. Initial recruitment began with
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broad-based advertising, which included an e-mail announcement on an
online alumni network in the community, flyers, and news stories and
publicity in the local media. Additional recruitment was done via network
and snowball sampling. In-depth, semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted with participants at the site most comfortable and convenient
for them, such as homes, restaurants, and workplaces. Fourteen of the
miners and their spouses were interviewed as a couple, per their request.
Additionally, eight phone interviews were conducted with people who
lived out of the area (in-person and phone interviews revealed equally
rich information).
The interview questions focused on occupational history and decision
making, communication-based anticipatory socialization (e.g., stories,
memorable messages), and on-the-job experiences that relate to those
messages. Two lines of questions specifically addressed gender issues: (a)
What kinds of work have the most dignity? Do you think there are
differences for men and women? and (b) What do you think about the idea
of "women's work" and "men's work"? In total, the interviews generated
more than 60 hours of recorded talk.
Interviews were transcribed and verified against the original recordings.
Because the goal was to have "near verbatim" transcripts, disfluencies
(e.g., "um," "uh," stuttering) and side conversations (e.g., a server taking
a lunch order) were not transcribed. Important gestures, laughter, and the
like were noted in brackets. In total, transcription resulted in more than
1,000 pages of single-spaced text.
Guided by a grounded theory approach, data collection and analysis
occurred simultaneously (Charmaz, 2000). Each interview was reviewed
after it was complete, and the interviewer wrote a memo to capture
dominant impressions and to make sense of the emerging patterns in the
data (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Data analysis began by reading the transcribed interviews to gain a
holistic understanding of both the miners' and the community members'
perspectives on gender as it relates to mining work. Then, the data were
selectively coded with qualitative data analysis software, identifying each
textual unit that referenced women in mining, ranging from general
attitudes to specific stories. In total, 52 textual units were coded, for 27
pages of single-spaced text. We used thematic analysis techniques (Lind-
lof, 1995; Owen, 1984) to categorize coded data and observations into
broad semantic patterns. Specifically, Owen's (1984) criteria of recurrence
(same meaning, different wording), repetition (same wording), and force-
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fulness (nonverbal cues that stress or subordinate words and phrases) were
used to identify themes. Relationships among the themes were examined
by both authors through a series of independent analyses and data ses-
sions, interpreting the data in light of the research questions.
Findings
The first question guiding this analysis was: What are the community's
predominant discourses of gender, particularly as related to women work-
ing in the mining industry? The majority of male miners reported that they
had "no problem" with women working in the mines. Further, just as many
wives stated that they firmly believed women deserve equal opportunities
(e.g., "And my feelings are that if a woman can get a job with IMI and
make that good hourly wage and get those good fringe benefits—espe-
cially if she's supporting a family—that she should be allowed to").
However, the men uniformly qualified their opinion with "just as long
as they can do the job" and women deferred to their husbands' assess-
ment of women's suitability for work in mining.* Specifically, miners'
and their wives' comments represented three primary discourses that
centered on reasons why women could not perform the job as well as
men and were unfit for mining: (a) women are physically too weak to
mine, (b) women are easy prey in the mines, and (c) the mines are no place
for ladies. Together these discourses represent the gen(d)eralized other of
women miners.
Discourses of the Gen(d)eralized Other
Women Are Physically Too Weak To Mine. The first gendered dis-
course focused on women's physical stature and strength (more specifi-
cally their presumed lack thereof) as a detriment to their ability to be
competent miners. Granted, the mining industry is one that can be phys-
ically grueling. Especially in past decades, much of the work required
nothing short of brute strength (e.g., handling heavy equipment, drilling,
lifting, hoisting, shoveling; see Lucas & Buzzanell, 2004). Even with
technological advances and equipment improvements that have eased
many of the physical demands over the years, it still is a tough job and one
that many community members believed could be successfully performed
only by men.
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For example, after Bob asserted that sex should not play a factor in
hiring, he explained that women's lack of strength, however, did cause
problems in the mines:
And they have girls working there. And they'd be given jobs in
the morning and if they had to hose the floor or something, they
had to have someone go over and hook up the hoses 'cause they
never had the strength to do it. I mean it wasn't their fault. But
they just couldn't do it because of the heavy hoses and the big
connectors and it takes a little strength to hook them up, you
know. They didn't want the guys to going over to help them. But
then the work wouldn't he getting done. So somebody would
always stop to help them . . . But what had happened, it made a
lot of resentment within the working force.
In this case, women's lack of strength was viewed as a liability. Not only
could they not perform their assigned tasks, but their need of physical help
from men took men away from men's other duties. Bob questioned the
rationale behind women being hired for specific jobs within the mine
because "they were getting good pay for it and then somebody else [a
man] would have to be over there helping them get the work started." Carl
echoed the sentiment of women's physical weakness as a liability:
There are certain jobs that they [women] can do and certain jobs
they can't. .. . And they just couldn't do it. And pretty soon
[Management] said, "Well, that's okay. Just do what you can do."
But if it was a guy doing the job, he'd have to do it differently.
Here, women's lack of strength was perceived as lowering performance
standards. That is, women would only be required to "do what they could
do," which was presumably less than the standard performance required of
male employees. Because of Carl's view of women as liabilities, he went
as far as refusing the assistance of a female helper. He said, "I told the
boss, I don't want one." He saw women's physical weakness as a greater
liability than the benefits they could offer to him as a helper.
In the most extreme example, Larry (who reiterated several times that
he had "no problem" with women working at the mines)f viewed women
and their physical weakness as the ultimate liability:
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Somebody might be depending on you physically, you know,
especially as a miner. If I was working with a woman and she
was physically not strong enough to ward something off, a
problem. If something heavy was going to fall or something was
going to happen and she couldn't push herself away or have
enough strength to stop this—which most guys do—I'd be pretty
scared to have her as a partner, you know. Because I might end
up getting her hurt or she might end up getting me hurt or killed.
In this case, women's lack of physical strength is portrayed not only as an
impediment to productivity, but as a danger to themselves, as well as to the
men who work with them.
There were a few exceptions to the "women are physically too weak to
mine" discourse, which were presented as just that, exceptions. But
interestingly, when speaking about women who were tough enough to
handle the job, participants discussed women in terms of their "manli-
ness." Harold said, "I think that mining is definitely better for a man, but
some of those gals are pretty tough." Vincent recalled one woman who
worked on his crew saying, "She was as good as any man I've ever had.
She could do anything." In the most blatant example of this discourse, Carl
admitted that some women could perform mining work successfully:
"And there's some women that are like men and they can do it." Finally,
it is important to note that physical strength is not the only requirement for
performing well on the job. Sam, a lifelong miner, explained, "Not every
job out in the mines is all physical. So I mean, if you're driving a truck or
if you're doing operating of certain things, you don't need a mass of
muscles for that." Therefore, there were many mining tasks at which
women could be equally if not more proficient than men. Yet when it came
to talking about women's performance, strength was the only criterion
that mattered.
Women Are Easy Prey in the Mines. The second gendered discourse
was couched in concern for women's well-being in that they were por-
trayed as easy prey—especially sexual prey. As prey, women were de-
scribed as in need of special protection, both physical and emotional, from
the gritty and sexually explicit mining atmosphere. Because federal laws
prohibited women from working in mines until the 1970s (Sachs, 1997),
mines truly were a "boys club" that had embraced a hypermasculine
culture. Occupational narratives and organizational artifacts from the
mines before the integration of women into the workforce showed that
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sexual humor, crude language, and the treatment of women as sex objects
were commonplace. For example, one snapshot shows an all-male work
crew beaming at a Playboy centerfold during a lunch break. Also, stories
from the first women to work in the mines confirm that they experienced
ruthless sexual harassment on the job, especially during the first years of
the integration.
The belief that women would be marked as easy prey was another way
that community members presented women as unfit for mining. This
particular discourse tended to emerge as a warning to incoming female
workers. Kim, a woman who worked at IMI, recalls her father telling her
to "Watch your back when you're working. You never know what some-
one's going to do to you." Her mother added, "We'd just tell her to stay
away [from a particular person] and make sure that if you're near this
person that there's somebody else around with you." Joanne and Jim gave
their daughter, Jennifer, a similar warning. Jim began, "I remember talking
to Jennifer about a couple of guys from IMI that . . . " and Joanne
interrupted, "that she should watch out for a little bit." Jim explained
Joanne's caution by saying, "You know the miners ran the mine for many,
many years and they just weren't accustomed to females being there."
These comments made to Kim and Jennifer signaled their parents'
suspicion of potential sexual harassment. Kim was warned to not be alone
with certain individuals. Similarly, Jennifer was told to "watch out" for
men who "just weren't accustomed to females being there." These warn-
ings were not simply advice on how to deal with general hazing, rough and
tumble behavior, or "backstabbing" that could impede their careers. In-
stead, this advice displayed genuine concern for these women's safety on
the jobsite. Put another way, they were put on alert to their status as prey
and were urged to be situationally aware at all times and to take precau-
tionary measures to protect their safety.
In another example, before Ed's daughter began her job as an IMI
summer student, Ed warned her, "Don't let them harass you . . . . Just don't
let them bug you. They're probably going to harass you, but don't let it."
Ed explained that he believed that his daughter could become prey for
harassment, "She's real tiny. And if I say so myself, she's really cute."
From this statement, a woman—particularly one who fits the feminine
physical appearance ideals of "tiny" and "cute"—is assumed to be a likely
object of affection, desire, and harassment by male miners.
Notably, none of these parents recalled offering the same advice to their
sons who worked at IMI. In fact, one parent explicitly voiced that women
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are uniquely in need of special protection. When asked about the advice he
gave his daughter who worked in the mine, Dennis said he told her, "If
anybody gives you any trouble—if you can't handle it—come see me and
I'll take care of it for you. You know, I'll go see the guy." When asked if
he gave the same offer to his son, Dennis laughed. "No," he said, "Danny
can take care of himself. Danny is a big boy. He can take care of himself."
In this instance, it is not only that Danny can take care of himself; it also
is likely that he would not experience the same kind of "trouble" as
his sister.
The "women are easy prey in the mines" discourse contributes to the
image of women being unfit for mining by casting them as ready targets
for undesired behavior. Being a target, to a certain extent, also marked the
presence of women in the mines a liability. That is, women's presence
somehow elicited the bad behavior (as in the case of Ed's daughter being
tiny and cute), their presence calls the once hyper-sexualized organiza-
tional culture (which was embraced for generations) into question, and
their need for special protection puts another burden on the men who are
looking out for them.
The Mines Are No Place for Ladies. The third gendered discourse,
while it focused on the mining culture itself, was based on a view of
women as ladies. Like previous studies (e.g.. Walk, 1999; Yount, 1991),
this view of women ostensibly regards them as deserving of respect and
respectful treatment on the basis of virtue and propriety. Yet, this view also
serves to exclude women from full membership in the organization as the
mines were depicted as "no place for ladies." That is, the environment was
characterized as physically demanding, highly sexualized, crude, dirty,
and dangerous. Whereas this kind of gritty worksite was an acceptable—if
not desirable—place for men, it stood in stark contrast to an idealized
workplace for ladies: not too physically taxing, decent, civilized, clean,
and safe.
In fact, this particular discourse swayed some women from pursing
employment in the mines. Brenda never even considered it an option,
despite the fact that many of her friends did:
I knew friends that in the summers worked at the mine would
make a large amount of money for college, to set away to go to
college. And I think that opportunity might have been open, but
my dad did not want us to pursue that. He didn't want me to
pursue that for sure. It probably was okay for my brothers to
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pursue, but not for me. No, he just did not want me there in
that environment.
Likewise, Mary's father repeatedly told her that he hoped women would
never work in the mines because it is "no place for a woman." Victoria
said that although her father never explicitly forbid her from working in
the mines, "his tone always kind of inferred that it's really not a place for
a woman."
Even though Victoria's father may not have directly told her about the
environment, he did, in fact, believe it was no place for a lady. He
remembered how he felt when "the ladies started coming to work at
the mine":
I don't know that I wanted them there, because. Well, I guess I
have to say no, I wouldn't have wanted them there. Because of
the dirt and the abuse. I think they took a lot of abuse. There were
a lot of men out there, you know, they were terrible the way they
treated the women. So I guess, no, I wouldn't want them there.
Vincent was not the only one who spoke specifically of abuse. When asked
his opinion about women working at the mines, Paul was adamant that
women should stay out of the mines and compared the environment to
North Country, a movie based on a class action sexual harassment lawsuit
filed at a Minnesota iron ore mine in the 1980s. He said, "Well being that
I grew up there, it was true to life of what was happening there . . . . The
abuse that they [women] took. I don't think it was right." Ironically, his
daughter worked as an IMI summer student.
When the presence of women could no longer be denied, some men
made efforts to clean up the environment to make it a better place for
women to work. For instance, Sam agreed that the mines were not an
appropriate environment for women. He tried to improve the environment
by keeping his interactions with women employees as professional as
possible. Whereas he typically would exchange "B. S."—including crude
or sexual humor—with his coworkers, he felt that the same behavior was
inappropriate with a woman present:
At the beginning when they started hiring women at the mines,
you know, that was a man's type of work . . . . So the best thing
was be polite, but not just sit there and B.S. and all this kind of
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stuff, you know. Where maybe I would've done that with a guy,
but not with a girl.
In another case, Carl was disappointed by the disrespectful treatment
women experienced as they began entering mining and other "men's
occupations." Specifically, he was offended by the language used in the
mines in the presence of women, saying, "I think it downgrades a lady."
Therefore, when he was a foreman, he forbid his crew from speaking
coarsely in front of women. He explained, "In the mines it was, some of
the language was bad. I didn't like the way they were talking with
women present."
Despite efforts of men like Sam, who remained professional and
respectful (albeit distant) in his interactions with women, and Carl, who
insisted upon respectful treatment of women by all members of his work
crew, the "mines are no place for ladies" discourse remained firmly
entrenched. There were simply far more miners who, unlike Sam and Carl,
were unwilling to change their ways or adapt the culture to which they had
grown accustomed. This discourse naturalized the crudeness of the envi-
ronment and served as a potential barrier to women wanting to pursue
work at the mines. The lesson to be taken from this part of the discourse
is that real ladies should not find the mines a desirable place to work.
In summary, these three interrelated discourses—women are physically
too weak to mine, women are easy prey, and the mines are no place for
ladies—collectively created a composite image that depicts women as
unñt for mining. This community-constructed image, which was discur-
sively created, represents a gen(d)eralized other with which women who
worked in the mines interacted, came to understand the expectations
others held of them, and developed their sense of self and their role in the
world.
Gendered Identity Strategies
The second question guiding this analysis was: In response to this
gen(d)eralized other, how do women from the community who work in the
mines intersubjectively craft their own gender identities? The six women
who worked at IMI revealed three different gender identity strategies they
used to define themselves in relation to the gen(d)eralized other presented
by their community: (a) I can be one of the guys, (b) I'm not like other
women, and (c) I can be feminine, too. These strategies are neither
sequential nor mutually exclusive.
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/ Can Be One of the Guys. The first identity strategy used by the
women in this study served as a rebuttal to the gen(d)eralized other created
by their community. In particular, they responded to the discourses of their
physical weakness by creating an identity that highlighted their physical
strength and competence in mining activities. In this gender-distancing
strategy, the women chose to identify themselves as one of the guys, as
strong enough physically and mentally to work in the mines. Helen
recounted a story told by her daughter: "She dug post holes with the guys
to show them she could do it just as well as they could." This quotation not
only reflects the theme that women are physically capable of being
competent miners, but also shows that these women felt the need to offer
direct rebuttals to the men in the mines who would have assumed them
physically too weak to do the job.
In another example, Stephanie, whose tasks included shoveling rock
onto conveyor belts, shoveling asbestos, and driving and maneuvering a
175-ton truck, described her work in terms of "strenuous," "hard," and
"sweating," to name a few. She explained that male miners often were
taken aback by her skill, "The talk amongst the workers was that there's
this girl out there backing up better than these guys that have been there
30 years." By privileging the physical strength (and skill) required to
complete those tasks and making note of the quality of her performance,
Stephanie connected her identity to her ability to be one of the guys.
In addition to physical strength, some women proved that they could be
one of the guys by participating in the sexually charged atmosphere at the
mines. Oscar, an IMI employee who was responsible for caring for the
locker rooms, understood that Playboy centerfolds were a mainstay of the
men's locker room décor. However, he was outraged when he found a
similar practice appear in the women's changing room (the women's
facility did not have individual lockers). Oscar said, "I come in there one
day and there was this big centerfold from Playgirl. In other words, a
woman's magazine. Here's this big naked guy." Oscar promptly tore the
picture down, crumpled it up, and threw it away (he said he never removed
pictures from men's lockers). In this case, a woman presumably had
decided to demonstrate that she too could distance herself from the
feminine role of sexual prey by taking on a more aggressive role, one akin
to how men treated women.
I'm Not Like Other Women. A second identity strategy used by these
six women simultaneously rebutted and reinforced the gen(d)eralized
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Other of women miners created by their community. In response to the
positioning of women as unfit for mining, the women demonstrated their
own personal suitability by essentially arguing "while other women are
like that, I'm not like other women." Just as Conn (2004) found that
women emphasized their competence by distancing themselves from
accusations of femininity, some of these female mine workers used this
gender-distancing strategy to describe themselves as different from other
women at the mine. For example, Rachel contrasted herself with two other
women at the worksite whom she described as whiney and soft. Rachel
explained that she was the preferred summer student on her work crew:
At one point there were three girls working there. And, you
know, I can remember one of the guys was saying, "Which one
do you want [to help you with this job]? Do you want Rachel or
Mandy?" "I'll take Rachel" And it was a lot of times because I
was the one. You know, they'd tell me to do something and I'd
do it. And sometimes, most ofthe time, the other two girls would
sit there and they'd complain about their jobs. And, you know,
there was one girl, if it was raining, she'd sit in the truck. And
I'm like right out there working and stuff. And I guess, yeah, I
had to prove myself working out there and stuff. But like I said,
I got along well with the guys and I had no problem.
Rachel's statement combats the idea that all women are physically too
weak or incapable of working in the mines, but ironically does so by
reaffirming the feminine stereotype of women as whiners who typically
would rather sit in the truck than do their jobs. Thus, Rachel breaks the
stereotype as it applies to herself by reaffirming stereotypes about women
in general.
Similarly, Jennifer alludes to how other women complained about
sexual harassment and explicit language in the mines. She says, as a result:
When we started . . . they used to get such huge lectures about
sexual harassment and they weren't allowed to do anything when
we were there. . . . sometimes it would just slip out and they
would swear. Then they'd say, "Oh, I'm sorry, I'm sorry." It was
just so funny. I'm like, "I'm not going to sue you for sexual
harassment because you swear."
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Though the men rushed to apologize assuming that she would be offended
like the other women (or were afraid that she was, in Paap's (2006) terms,
a "bitch" looking for a lawsuit), Jennifer established herself as different
from other women by assuring the men that she would not sue them.
Through various statements and actions, women distanced themselves
from stereotypically feminine roles in order to develop an identity that
resisted the gen(d)eralized other identity for themselves by confirming its
salience for others.
/ Can Be Feminine, Too. A third identity strategy adopted by the
women interviewed was one that linked themselves to the positive at-
tributes of their gender. That is, while they might be one of the guys or the
exception among women, their feminine self also was present. In this way,
the women could craft identities as both competent mine workers and
feminine women. For example, Stephanie, one of the women who talked
about being able to physically prove herself in the mines, explained that
her competence was not the only part of her gendered performance
important to her identity. The self-described "girly-girl" recalled:
It was very empowering to have a manly job. And still it was cute
actually because some of the shovel operators would give me
some candy before the shift would start. "Stephanie, come on
here." And I would go and walk over there. And little Ralph
would hand me a baggie of chocolate kisses and hard candies,
"I've got little treats for you." So it's so funny thinking back.
They still singled me out as a g i r l . . . . [The "girls"] were treated
a little bit extra special by the guys with a little bit of candy:
In this statement, Stephanie indicates that her femininity—which included
being "cute," "girly," and doted on by men—was important to her gen-
dered identity at work. Not only did Stephanie's male coworkers recognize
her for her competence ("backing up [her truck] better than these guys"),
but they also could see past her "steel-toed work boots and safety glasses
and hard hat" to appreciate her femininity. Thus, for Stephanie, this
gender-linking strategy served the purpose of spotlighting the desirable
aspects of her feminine gender.
However, this gender-affirming strategy was not without difficulty. In
some instances, the "I can be feminine, too" strategy was highly prob-
lematic, as in the case of Kim. Like other women in this study, Kim
described herself as competent at her job. However, she also talked about
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needing to adopt a feminine response to a man who constantly harassed
her because she was a woman. For example, Kim described how she was
chastised early in her employment for speaking her mind on political
issues and learned quickly to watch what she said at all times. She
explained, "I had a guy bring me—after a discussion of what women can
and can't do—bring me a baggie of church literature on what my role was
in God's eyes." Kim's lessons did not end there.
You know, I was always told to make a cheesecake. Supposedly,
they had said my supervisor didn't like women, so you better
bake him something so he'll be nice to you . . . . I did, one time,
bring in cheesecake because they hounded me the entire time to
bring in cheesecake.
She first attributed the gesture to an ongoing joke within the crew, but also
wondered if there was something more than a joke.
Yeah, they were joking. But then you also wonder how much of
it is, you know, you always had to take it in stride and not let
them see that you were, you know, if it did bother you. They'd
get you riled up because just that's what they wanted you to do.
I think I made one cheesecake and that was it.
As jokes were a central part of the masculinized workgroup culture at IMI,
workers were expected to be able to "take a joke." But what made the
cheesecake joke different from other pranks was the contentious gendered
nature of it. Specifically, the intensity of the gendered messages in this
particular workgroup context set up femininity as the antithesis of mas-
culinity (i.e., competence, strength). In Kim's case, she crafted her re-
sponse to the joke by drawing upon both masculine and feminine gender
strategies. That is, she participated in the masculinized culture by playing
along with the joke (which is consistent with the "I can be one of the guys"
strategy), but did so by choosing to portray herself in a caricaturized
version of femininity.
Although Kim was able to make a joke out of the situation, the
underlying message—"be feminine"—was a serious mandate to which her
response was required. On one hand, she resisted rigid, binary gender
expectations by enacting both masculine and feminine identities. She
showed her male coworkers that they could not get her "riled up" and she
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could "take it in stride" while simultaneously upholding traditionally
feminine norms, which could be viewed as resistance against the posi-
tioning of masculine and feminine as oppositional terms. Further, her
comment that she "made one cheesecake and that was it [emphasis
added]" indicated that she drew the line on what they could expect from
her, thereby resisting further attempts to make her fulfill a more traditional
female token role (see Kanter, 1977). On the other hand, her move also
reproduced the status quo. That is, Kim did not have much agency in
choosing which gender performances to enact or how to enact them. She
appeased the men in the workgroup by acquiescing to their "hounding."
As such, this move reinforced men's power to set the gender rules for the
organization. Further, because any resistance by Kim was not perceived by
men as such, it ironically may have confirmed rather than resisted the
gen(d)eralized other.
Taken together, the complex identity strategies enacted by these par-
ticular women revealed that they were aware of the gen(d)eralized other.
Because competence was associated exclusively with masculine traits and
values, women's gender-distancing identity strategies that linked them to
masculinity ("I can be one of the guys") and separated themselves from
stereotypes of women ("I'm not like other women") were necessary to
establish their competence as miners. Yet, these strategies alone or in
tandem were not enough. That is, they also had to uphold the positive
aspect of the gen(d)eralized other, which was their highly regarded fem-
ininity. As such, they simultaneously engaged in a gender-linking identity
strategy that highlighted their femininity, whether that was appreciating
the special attention of a doting paternal figure in a friendly environment
or knowing their place in a hostile one.
Discussion
The findings of this study show that that through community-based
discourses, a gen(d)eralized other is created that assigns meaning to
women miners. These meanings include the belief that women are not
physically strong enough to mine, they are at risk of falling prey to sexual
harassment, and they are unfit to handle the crude atmosphere of the
mines. However, women's identity constructions do not stop there. In
response to these meanings, a small cohort of women gained a sense of
themselves and their place in the community by engaging gendered
identity strategies that both distanced themselves from (i.e., expressing
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their masculinity, denying their femininity) and linked themselves to (i.e.,
spotlighting their femininity) the gen(d)eralized other.
While the focus of this analysis was on how these discourses con-
structed a gen(d)eralized other for women in a particular blue-collar
community, every discourse also simultaneously defined men and reaf-
firmed their blue-collar masculinity: men are physically strong, they exude
a fierce sexuality, and they can thrive in the rough and tumble environment
of the mines. Furthermore, these discourses also positioned men as pro-
tectors of women's well-being (e.g., against sexual harassment) and gen-
tlemen (e.g., able to be professional and respectful in their interactions
with women).
The consequence of these discourses is not nearly as positive for
women. The primary result of these discourses is that they created a
complex and contradictory set of gendered identity rules that had to be
negotiated by these women as they worked in the mines. That is, compe-
tence was linked exclusively to the masculine-attributed traits of physical
strength and the ability to "take care of yourself." Therefore, in order to
establish their credibility as miners, these women had to distance them-
selves from the femininity that was attached to them by virtue of the
gen(d)eralized other (i.e., weak, in need of special protections). Yet, if they
distanced themselves too far from their femininity, they risked harsh
criticism of their male coworkers and other community members who, for
the most part, still held traditional gender roles and expectations. There-
fore, the women also had to link themselves to the gen(d)eralized other by
spotlighting their femininity. Simply put, they were not afforded the
benefit of being viewed as simultaneously competent and female and,
instead, were required to (re)negotiate the balance of their gendered
identity strategies on an ongoing basis.
More importantly, these gendered identity strategies do little, if any-
thing, to challenge the gen(d)eralized other of women miners. Consistent
with Ashcraft and Pacanowsky's (1996) finding that women may actively
participate in historically male-dominated work cultures in ways that
devalue other women and perpetuate gendered work identities, the identity
strategies employed by these women appeared to reaffirm the status quo.
Women miners who demonstrate their competence by being "tough like a
guy" may perpetuate the notion that strength is the only relevant criteria
for judging a worker's contributions. Additionally, women who base their
claims of competence on being "not like other women" and present
themselves as the exception rather than the rule may actually reinforce
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gender stereotypes of women as less competent than men. In neither of
these strategies do women call for recognition of unique (perhaps femi-
nine) skills that could be valuable within the organization (e.g., coopera-
tion, problem-solving, communication). As a result, women and their
performance continue to be measured with a masculine yardstick.
However, the gender-linking identity strategy of "I'm still feminine,
too" appears to be an attempt to negotiate contradictory gender expecta-
tions by asserting that women can be both competent miners and ladylike.
Though this study can argue for neither the success nor failure of that
attempt, it does demonstrate that while identities are intersubjectively
created in the interaction between the individual and community dis-
courses, individuals do not simply accept the gen(d)eralized other pre-
sented to them at face value. Instead, individuals engage with that reflec-
tion to come to an understanding of themselves in light of the way social
discourses structure gender in society.
Admittedly, the identity discourses revealed in this study are likely to
vary for other communities, other blue-collar workers, and even for the
community studied here. What is important, however, is that these dis-
courses demonstrate that identities are not produced in isolation, but are
(re)produced intersubjectively through negotiation between individuals
and members of their community. While previous studies have largely
focused on female blue-collar workers' identities as a function of either
women's construction of their own identities or men's construction of
women's identities, this study reveals that, consistent with symbolic
interactionism, identity construction is a collaborative process that draws
upon broader community and cultural discourses. In short, community
plays a pivotal role in constructing its members' identities.
This study, while providing new insights into blue-collar women's
identity constructions, does have limitations worth noting. First, the in-
terview protocol was not designed explicitly to address the gendered
nature of mining work. While a couple questions addressed gender issues
in a broad sense (as described in the Method section above), no questions
specifically asked IMI employees to discuss the role of women at the
mines or summer students to recall gendered messages they had received.
Therefore, the dataset is not nearly as robust as it could have been if there
were more gender-based questions and follow-up probes. However, the
fact that so many gendered messages emerged despite the interview
protocol's nonspecificity on the issue reaffirms how vital this type of
research is. As such, future research with a targeted interview protocol
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focusing on gendered in blue-collar organizations would be sure to reveal
many additional, important insights.
Second, because of our small sample size, the findings from this study
may have only limited transferability to the experience of women miners
and/or women in blue-collar work. The women miners in this study were
college students and temporary IMI workers. It is reasonable to expect that
these women's experiences and, therefore, their identity constructions
would be much different if they did not have the advantage of post-
secondary education and the knowledge that their mining job was not a
permanent or even long-term gig. Additionally, the presence of these
women's fathers at their worksites (although not always on the same shift)
surely had the effect of reducing the risks of being sexually harassed.
Other women without family ties would not have the same benefit.
Therefore, researchers should continue to explore how women across a
variety of occupations (including blue-, white-, and pink-collar work)
construct gendered identities and expectations in the presence of broader
community discourses of work and gender—especially at organizations
and in industries where women remain disproportionately underrepre-
sented despite years of Equal Employment Opportunity legislation.
By continuing scholarship along these lines, researchers should be
better able to understand how women in male-dominated fields negotiate
their identities as both organizational members and as gendered beings.
The more that can be learned about the challenges that women face in
navigating their careers—from general gendered obstacles to unique oc-
cupation- and organization-specific barriers—the better women can be
equipped to succeed in the future.
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Notes
'Color-based collar designations are neither discrete nor exhaustive categories.
First, no uniformly applied rule exists for determining the collar color of various
occupations. The U.S. Census Bureau (2001) and the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Mishel,
Bernstein, & Allegretto, 2007) use both a blue-collar/white-collar/service three-fold
system and a blue-collar/white-collar dichotomous system for classifying all U.S.
employees. The inconsistency arises when occupations that are considered service
occupations in the former system are then classified as either blue- or white-collar in the
latter Second, the Census Bureau and BLS make mention only of blue- and white-collar
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categories and do not acknowledge other colors, such as pink or gray. As such,
occupations that typically are considered, for example, pink-collar (e.g., secretaries) also
are force fitted into the blue-white or blue-white-service divisions. Third, some occu-
pations defy classification altogether (e.g., artists, medical lab technicians). Finally, it is
important to note the terms blue-collar and working-class are not synonymous. While
many blue-collar occupations are working-class, many working-class jobs are not
blue-collar (e.g., food service, telemarketers).
^Unwelcoming gendered organizations have been cited as a possible reason for the
underrepresentation of women in blue-collar occupations ("Building a new job path,"
2008; Prokos & Padavic, 2002). This is true especially because unionized, blue-collar
jobs offer significantly better economic opportunities than other types of more tradi-
tional female-intensive work (e.g., retail sales, domestic work, child care), including
higher wages, health care coverage, and job security ("Building a new job path," 2008;
Mishel, Bernstein, & Allegretto, 2007). Yet according to data from the most recent LI.S.
Census (2001), only 17% of blue-collar jobs are held by women. Moreover, the
blue-collar jobs that provide the greatest amount of challenge and material reward (i.e.,
those in precision, production, and craft occupations), have the largest concentration of
men, with women holding only 9% of such jobs. That means that among blue-collar
workers, women are more than twice as likely to hold low-skilled blue-collar jobs as
their male peers (see Mishel et al., 2007; Padavic & Reskin, 2002).
'The names of the town, organization, and participants have been masked.
''Due to mass-scale deindustrialization in general and the volatility of the mining
industry in particular, the mines were no longer a viable long-term employment option
after 1980. Therefore, both sons and daughters were steered away from pursing mining
as a career
'Additionally, five of the sons worked in the Summer Student Program. These
relatively low numbers for participation should not be taken as an indication of the
undesirability of the Summer Student Program as not all members of the cohort sample
were eligible for employment in the program. First, because the program was offered
only during strong financial years, individuals whose college years coincided with
financially troubled years missed the opportunity to participate. Second, because the
program was only made available to individuals who were pursing college degrees,
participants who did not pursue higher education also were excluded. Based on the years
the program was offered and on individuals' college and military commitments, all
participants (except one) who were eligible worked at IMI at least one summer.
throughout the interviews, husbands and wives were equally vocal. However,
when it came to specifically addressing the role of women in the mines, women deferred
to their husbands. As men expressed their opinions, women nodded in agreement,
murmured "mmhmm" and "uh-huh" in support, and would sometimes echo the men's
sentiments. For example, the wife of one miner who complained that women "can't do"
certain jobs chimed in with a clarification, "because of strength." Another miner who
asserted that men are better suited for mining than women had a wife who said, "I think
there's a reason why we're one of each sex." But more importantly than what the women
said, it was what women did not say. That is, no wives raised any challenges to their
husbands' respective positions. Therefore, women's silence was an important discourse
that reinforced the gen(d)eralized other.
